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Abstract. RF voltage measurement based on electrostatic
RMS voltage-to-force conversion is an alternative method
in comparison to the conventional thermal power dissipation
method. It is based on a mechanical force induced by an RF
voltage applied to a micro-mechanical system. For a theoret-
ically adequate resolution and high precision measurements,
the necessary geometrical dimensions of the sensor require
the application of micro machining. In this contribution,
the dependence between electrical and geometrical proper-
ties of different sensor designs is investigated. Based on
these results, problems related to practical micro-machining
and solutions with respect to possible sensor realizations are
discussed. The evolution of different sensor generations is
shown.

1 Introduction

RF voltage measurement based on electrostatic RMS
voltage-to-force conversion can be performed by a mechan-
ically tunable capacitor having one elastically suspended
electrode plate. By applying a voltage, a mechanical force
proportional to the square of its high frequency voltage is
generated between the plates and consequently, the plate
moves to the equilibrium position between spring counter-
force and electrostatic force. The position of the plate is
measured using a second capacitor. Taking into account
the necessary mechanical dimensions of a micro-machined
sensor, several generations of devices have been developed.
In this contribution we first discuss the theoretical basis for
MEMS-based RF voltage measurement, with an emphasis on
the design choices. We present an overview of first (Beiss-
ner et al., 2003), second (Dittmer et al., 2007a), and third
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(Dittmer et al., 2007b) generation devices consecutively and
analyze their performance from a fabrication process point of
view. Similar devices have been developed byBartek et al.
(2000) in bulk- andFernandez et al.(2003) in surface-micro
machining technology.

2 Theory

Electrostatic voltage measurements are based on the princi-
ple of attractive forces induced by charge carriers of opposite
polarity. Applying a voltageV to a capacitanceC results in
charge carriersQ on the electrodes. Taking account the vir-
tual work analogy along with the stored energy in a capacitor
W=

1
2CV 2, the work needed to separate the electrodes to a

distanceh is known to beW=FV h. Therefore the forceFV

acting on the electrodes is given by

FV =
1

2

C

h
V 2. (1)

If one of the capacitor plates is suspended elastically with
a linear elasticity coefficientk, the necessary forceFk for a
displacementx is

Fk = kx. (2)

Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) yields the equilibrium position
for displacementsx�h0 to be

x =
1

2

C

kh0
V 2. (3)

Figure1 illustrates this basic interaction. Concluding Eq. (3),
it is obvious that a high capacitance with a small working dis-
tance along with a low stiffness of the suspension are neces-
sary for a good device resolution. The conversion of a RMS
voltage to a displacement depends on the inertia and damp-
ing of the system. Having an accelerated proof massm and
a velocity depended gas damping with a constantη leads to
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Fig. 1. Coupled spring-mass system with voltage excitation.

Fig. 2. Parallel plate capactitance.

a 2nd order dynamical system. The basic condition for mea-
suring RF voltages is that the lowest measurement frequency
ω is beyond any mechanical resonance frequencyωr of the
system. Having a high proof mass is therefore critical for a
good performance. An in-depth discussion for a rotational
system is given e.g. bySattler et al.(2002).

2.1 Parallel plate vs. interdigital sensors

In a first step, a choice has to be made which kind of capac-
itor to be used. State-of-the art micro machining provides
two well-understood kinds of geometries: the first one, pop-
ular in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) based systems, uses inter-
digital or comb-like structures (Fig.3). It is commonly used
in accelerometers or gyroscopes and is well understood re-
garding manufacturing and calculating. From an electrical
point of view, problems of the structure are unpredictable
fringing fields not allowing a reliable direct calculation of
the displacement resulting from an applied voltage. There-
fore, a parallel-plate structure as shown in Fig.2 has been
chosen. Having a large capacitor area extensively suppresses
the fringing fields except for the edges of the structure. Hav-
ing big electrode areas, this effect can be neglected in a first
order approximation. The equilibrium position for small dis-
placements of a parallel plate capacitor with electrodes of an
areaA with an initial distanceh0 can be found to be

x =
1

2

ε0A

kh2
0

U2. (4)

Fig. 3. Interdigital, comb-like capacitance.

Fig. 4. Rotational design with opposing capacitances.

Equation (4) shows that for a high sensitivity the initial dis-
tanceh0 is the dominant quantity describing the the system.
Parallel-plate capacitors in micro machining applications are
used for example in RF switches or phase shifters fabricated
in surface micro-machining technology. Thus, for RMS volt-
age measurements purposes, the low thickness of the actu-
ated plate and therefore its light mass, and the low air damp-
ing coefficient due to the necessary openings and the result-
ing fringing fields make this technology unusable for the de-
vices presented here. In bulk micro machining technology, a
high mass and a closed flat area are achievable by combining
multiple substrates.

2.2 Linear vs. rotational sensors

The second design choice for the sensing system, after se-
lecting a parallel plate geometry, has to be made between a
strictly linear parallel plate system, as shown in Fig.3 and a
rotational design, as illustrated in Fig.4. Additionally a rota-
tional design allows compensation measurements in compar-
ison to a linear design. Unknown RF voltages can be directly
balanced to known and precise DC voltages. As this is an
important aspect for precision metrology applications, a ro-
tational layout is chosen for the sensors discussed here. For
large deflection angles, the electrical field is distored. How-
ever, as compensation measurements will primary be per-
formed, where only the zero-deflection point is of interest,
this disadvantage is not critical.

3 Devices

For the rotational design, different fabrication methods have
been tested. Main part of each design is a bulk silicon tor-
sional actuator. As mentioned before, bulk silicon is used
due to its elastic behavior and the big achievable mass. It
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Fig. 5. Schematic of first generation device.

is also a readily available material in micro fabrication with
good surface properties. Furthermore, several etchants are
applicable, either for dry or wet processing. The actuator
is finally embedded between two glass plates, providing the
electrodes for readout and excitation connections and for en-
vironmental shielding.

3.1 First generation

The first generation devices (Beissner et al., 2003) have elec-
trodes on both glass plates as shown in Fig.5. The center
actuator forms a common electric potential for all four elec-
trodes. It is KOH wet etched, producing vertical side-walls
by using the anisotropic crystallographic structure of silicon.
The glass plates are anodically bonded to the actuator in a
batch process, and afterwards the whole structure is diced.
Is is a common problem during the bonding process that the
actuator sticks to the glass wafers, producing non-functional
devices. A second problem is the unreliable bond process
due to the big open areas of the whole layout. Consecutively,
this leads to water and particles in the cavities during the dic-
ing process. Anodic bonding works best for closed surfaces.
A third major problem are the bottom-up electrodes on the
top glass wafer which makes the connections to surrounding
electronics impractical. All these observations lead to the de-
velopment of a second generation of devices.

3.2 Second generation

In the second device generation (Dittmer et al., 2007a), all
electrodes are put on one side of the actuator without loss
of functionality compared to the first generation. A cross
section of the device is shown in Fig.6. This solves the
problem of wire-bonding of electrodes on two opposite sides.
The glass cover serves only as protection sealing to prevent
unwanted environmental influences. The second generation
main actuator is dry-etched in an ICP enhanced process al-
lowing more freedom in the geometrical design and thus bet-

Fig. 6. Schematic of second generation device.

ter space exploitation. Experiments were made by using elec-
troplated copper instead of gold electrodes with unsatisfac-
tory results due to uneven, bowl-like surfaces. The actuator is
anodically bonded to the bottom plate after dicing the parts.
This improved the yield as a trade-off to a higher manufac-
turing overhead. As only four devices fit on one wafer the
total work to yield ratio can still be improved.

3.3 Third generation

In the third device generation (Dittmer et al., 2007b), the
structure is shrunk for a more efficient usage of the wafer
area. The shrinking is mainly done by carefully reducing the
bonding area and by replacing two big electrodes by smaller
ones. The excitation electrodes still have the same size, as in
the second generation. Thirteen 3rd generation devices can
be placed on one wafer. To improve the isolation between the
actuation and sensing electrodes, the common silicon elec-
trode is replaced by multiple electrodes which are isolated
from each other by using gold conductors on silicon oxide.
These are connected to the base glass wafer by conductive
glue. However, as this connection suffers from uneven glue
distribution, unwanted interconnects, and short circuits occur
frequently, reducing the yield. Typical geometrical dimen-
sions of third generation devices are given in Table1. Addi-
tional side electrodes are realized to detect skewed motion of
the actuator. A cross section of the device is shown in Fig.7
and an assembled device in Fig.8. To improve the long-term
reliability of the devices, bumpers have been added in the
cavities of the sensing electrodes. These small bumpers are
pyramidically shaped structures with a peak height below the
gap height. They restrict the movement range of the actuator
and hence prevent short-circuits between actuator and oppo-
site electrodes as well es stiction of the actuator, which has
been a major drawback of the previous device generation.
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Fig. 7. Schematic of third generation device.

Fig. 8. Assembled third generation device.

Measurement results of third generation devices show
the expected behavior for DC voltages. Due to the non-
automated assembly process, the absolute and relative mea-
surement error is still too high. The RF behavior of the de-
vices has also been investigated. A low pass behavior of the
whole structure can be observed due to the high ohmic re-
sistance and inductance of the long slender torsional beams.
Also cross coupling between the excitation and measurement
electrodes increase the capacitance measurement error, in the
worst case making the results unusable.

4 Conclusions

In this contribution we discuss why an rotational parallel
plate design is superior to a linear or interdigital design for
RF voltage metrology. Different generations of designs are
presented and their shortcomings are discussed. The fourth
generation of devices is already under development, improv-
ing the electrical connection between base and body wafer
by using press-on contacts. Also, the whole process is opti-

Table 1. Major geometrical sensor dimensions of a second genera-
tion device.

Main electrode area A 5 mm×5 mm

Side electrodes area As 5 mm×2.5 mm

Gap distance h0 10, 15, 20, 25µm

Beam length l 8 mm

Beam width w 30, 40, 50, 60µm

Lever α1L 1 mm

Base thickness te 500µm

Cover thickness tc 500µm

Body thickness tb 370µm

mized for batch fabrication allowing for a higher automation
degree. The fabrication process is adapted to avoid any wet
etching steps after etching the actuators.
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